population in the next hundred years?
Can the same sense of reality be so befuddled as to blind them to the economic
and industrial as well as the environmental consequences of these needs? Talk
about no-growth and dynamic balance
ignores or shuns these basic facts and
their consequences. It makes a deceptive
virtue out of short-sightedness, indifference, or the inability to come up with a
solution-oriented answer. It produces an
anti-social brand of concern for the environment that ironically contains the
seeds of vast environmental destruction,
because a mankind suffering and perishing from lack of technological progress
Chris Sloan
and vital growth in productivity will deThis artist’s rendition of a Moon colony is based on Ehricke’s idea of
stroy the environment in the paroxysm “Selenopolis.” Underlying the idea of an Extraterritorial Imperative is the idea
of mortal crises. It promotes an attitude that societies of continuing development “will inherit the future. Indeed, either we
that corrodes the will and the ability to grow and overcome our problems, or our problems will grow and overwhelm us.”
work toward the realistic goal of dynamic balance a century from now. This will require
continued devotion to the principles of freedom, digconfidence, strength, dedication to excellence, and
nity, and enlightenment. In other words, it requires a
very different set of social ideals; one
that is based on a disciplined, solution-oriented mentality, and on
guts. . . .
This book is objective but not impartial. It is heavily partial to the
Krafft Ehricke summarized his philosophy of astronautics in three
proposition that, on balance, there is
laws (1957):
far more promise than problems for
humanity. In fact, that is its central
First Law. Nobody and nothing under the natural laws of this uniproposition and point of demonstraverse impose any limitations on man except man himself. Second
tion. Its corollary is that, in view of
Law. Not only the Earth, but the entire Solar System, and as much of
the enormity of the problems, the
the universe as he can reach under the laws of nature, are man’s
promise is truly gigantic and worth
rightful field of activity. Third Law. By expanding through the uniour efforts. In a nut-shell, this book
verse, man fulfills his destiny as an element of life, endowed with the
addresses itself to the need to overpower of reason and the wisdom of the moral law within himself.
come the increasingly adversary posiThe first law is astronautics’ challenge to man to write his declation of environmental and ecological
ration of independence from a priori thinking, from uncritically acquality in relation to economic growth
cepted conditions, in other words, from a past and principally difand the quality of human life, so that
ferent pre-technological world clinging to him. This can be done.
we may pass the precious heritage of
The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of this counhuman enlightenment and achievetry prove it.
ment on to our children and future
generations, unimpaired, strength—Cited in Marsha Freeman, How We Got to the Moon: The Story
ened as guardians of their most sacred
of the German Space Pioneers (Washington, D.C., 21st Century
Science Associates, 1993), p. 297.
right—the right to grow and fulfill
themselves. . . .

Ehricke’s ‘Three Laws’
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